IMPERIAL WOMEN’S NETWORK

ABOUT THE IMPERIAL WOMEN’S NETWORK

The Imperial Women’s Network welcomes alumni from Imperial College London, and friends interested in advancing women’s leadership in business. Our supportive community represents an exclusive network with access to a unique mix of corporate leaders. The Network aims to provide a space for peer-to-peer professional and personal networking and support for female alumni, and male ‘advocates of diversity’ who have studied at the College.

Vision

Smart Society......Inspiring diversity for intelligent business.

The Imperial Women’s Network aims to provide a platform to promote success across generations. The network leverages and celebrates our community’s achievements to inspire and support professional ambitions to see more Imperial women in leadership.

Mission

Leveraging the global alumni community of Imperial College London, we embrace diversity by encouraging our community to recognise and proactively celebrate personal achievements and discuss challenges they face in their professional lives. We bridge gaps amongst professional networks to promote knowledge exchange and incubate collaborative opportunities to support professional and personal growth.

Strategy

We aim to achieve our vision and mission by connecting and bridging different professional networks, and promoting the exchange of inspirational ideas, information, know-hows, resources and insights across industries - by delivering:

- Personal development seminars spanning a number of themes related to the professional arena.
- Peer-to-peer networking socials to develop strategic alliances locally and internationally.

ABOUT OUR NETWORK

Imperial College London alumni working across industries and at different levels of their career.

BENEFITS TO SUPPORTING THE IMPERIAL WOMEN’S NETWORK

- Access to a diverse international talent pool.
- Championing equality and diversity in leadership development and engagement.

SUPPORT THE IMPERIAL WOMEN’S NETWORK

- Provide a venue for an event.
- Provide refreshments for an event (drinks and nibbles).
- Use your professional network to help source keynote or panel speakers for events.
- Promote awareness of the Imperial Women’s Network and encourage College alumni to attend events.
- Join the Imperial Women’s Network LinkedIn group and share inspiring content.

CONNECT WITH US ON...
IMPERIAL WOMEN’S NETWORK

EVENTS

We offer a mixture of free and paid events throughout the year.

Academic Year 2015/2016

- Inaugural Event and Focus Group Workshop - 20 April 2016
- Summer Dinner Social - 18 August 2016
- Breakfast Networking - 17 Jun 2016

Academic Year 2016/2017 Theme For The Year: PERSONAL

- Personal Finance Workshop - 22 September 2016
- 2016 Winter Social - 10 November 2016
- Personal Branding Seminar - 9 February 2017
- 2017 Breakfast Networking - 29 March 2017
- Personal Resilience and Leadership Event - 25 May 2017
- 2017 Summer Social - Date TBC

Academic Year 2017/2018 Theme For The Year: DIVERSITY

- In conversation with a FTSE CEO - September 2017
- 2017 Winter Social
- Unconscious Bias Workshop
- 2017 Summer Social
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